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Abstract

The effect of gibberellin at multiplication stage on somatic embryo growth and maturation and plantlet regeneration of tangerine (Citrus reticulata Blanco.) var. Batu 55 was assessed. Somatic embryo at globular phase was cultured on MT media + 30 gL\(^{-1}\) sucrose and various concentrations of gibberellin (0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 ppm). The somatic embryo was matured on MT media + 500 ppm malt extract + 73 mM sorbitol + 73 mM galactose. Cotyledonary somatic embryo was regenerated into plantlet on MT media + 500 ppm malt extract + 30 gL\(^{-1}\) sucrose + 2 ppm GA\(_3\). The results showed that the addition of gibberellin in somatic embryo multiplication stage increased somatic embryo growth and maturation and plantlet regeneration of tangerine. Optimum concentration of gibberellin needed for somatic embryo growth was 4 ppm which yielded two-fold fresh weight compared to control. The percentage of maturation was very low below 5%. The addition of gibberellin in media at embryo multiplication stage slightly increased the percentage of maturation about 1-2%. Thirty percent of cotyledonary embryo was able to regenerate into plantlet. The addition of gibberellin in media at embryo multiplication stage increased the regeneration percentage, even the addition of 8 ppm gibberelline yielded regeneration percentage up to 70%.
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INTRODUCTION

Tangerine var. Batu 55 is one of local citrus varieties that has several special characters such as sweet, easy to peel, and almost seedless. These characters cause the high demand of tangerine, but it is still unfulfilled by national production. The fulfillment of national tangerine need was constrained by the procurement of large amount of good seeds. The effort to handle this problem was already conducted by using tissue culture technique through somatic embryogenesis method. Unfortunately, the plants regenerated from somatic embryo had long juvenile period [1]. Along with this reason, the endeavor to multiply seeds with shorter juvenile period was important.

Several tissue culture-derived plants with shorter juvenile period such as Phoenix dactylifera [2,3] and Cymbidium niveo-marginatum Mak [4] were successfully regenerated by means of media modification. The media modification used was the addition of gibberelline. Gibberelline is a plant growth regulator that plays role in flowering. According to Blazques [5], gibberellin is able to shorten the juvenile period because it activates LEAVY promoter, gene that responsible for flowering.

In somatic embryogenesis, gibberelin was evidenced to trigger embryo maturation of Medicago sativa [6] and plantlet regeneration of Vitis vinifera [7], but it inhibited somatic embryo maturation of Daucus carota [8]. Therefore, it was important to assess the effect of gibberellin on somatic embryo growth and maturation and plantlet regeneration of Tangerine var. Batu 55.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Induction and multiplication of somatic embryo

Somatic embryo was obtained from previous study [9]. Embryogenic calli were multiplied through subculture every six weeks and cultured on MT media + 30 gL\(^{-1}\) sucrose. After three times subcultures, the somatic embryo was used for gibberellin treatment.

Gibberellin treatment

Somatic embryo at globular phase was cultured on MT media + 30 gL\(^{-1}\) sucrose + various gibberellin concentrations (0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 ppm). Every treatment was repeated five times (5 bottles) and every bottle was filled with one clump of embryo. The embryo was maintained for two months. The morphology and the fresh weight were observed.
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Effect of gibberellin on the growth of somatic embryo

Somatic embryo of Tangerine var. Batu 55 was friable and yellowish white. The growth of somatic embryo increased with the addition of gibberellin. The clumps of somatic embryo cultured in gibberellin media were apparently bigger compared to control (Fig. 1B-E). The addition of gibberellin in media increased the fresh weight of somatic embryos. The fresh weight of somatic embryo cultured in gibberellin media was significantly higher compared to control (Fig. 2). Optimum gibberellin concentration for somatic embryo growth was 4 ppm, giving the highest fresh weight (0.71 g), almost two-fold compared to control (0.37 g).

The proliferation of somatic embryo is related to the maintenance of embryogenic competence, in this term assumed as the growth of somatic embryo. Gibberellin caused various effects on the growth of somatic embryo in different species. In *Medicago sativa*, gibberellin enhanced somatic embryo growth [6], while in *Centaurium erythraea* it caused contrary effect [10]. The different result showed that beside plant regulator, the genotype was also a determining factor for somatic embryogenesis.

**Figure 2.** The effect of gibberellin on the fresh weight of somatic embryo. The same letter did not show significant difference using Duncan’s test (α: 0.05).
Effect of gibberellin on somatic embryo maturation and plantlet regeneration

The maturation of somatic embryo indicated the cessation of somatic division and occurrence of differentiation. Somatic embryo maturation in tangerine was observed one month after the globular somatic embryo was transferred into maturation media. The markings of maturation were the change of shape and color of embryo that previously yellowish white globular embryo (Fig. 3A) into the next phase that greenish in color (Fig. 3B). The embryo maturation consisted of several phases: globular, heart, and cotyledone. Unfortunately, the torpedo phase was rarely seen. The embryo that already entered cotyledone phase was considered mature (Fig. 3C). The mature embryo was transferred into regeneration media to yield plantlet. The obtained plantlets were about 1.5-2 cm with primary roots and leaves (Fig. 3D).

The maturation of somatic embryo was very low. The maturation percentage was only below 5%, but the addition of gibberellin in media at embryo multiplication stage slightly increased the maturation. Somatic embryo cultured on media that contained gibberellin up to 4 ppm could yield higher maturation percentage. However, the maturation was inhibited in embryo that multiplied on media containing higher gibberellin concentration (Fig. 4).

The addition of gibberellin in media at embryo multiplication stage not only increased somatic embryo maturation but also the plantlet regeneration. The significant increment of percentage regeneration was obtained from somatic embryo that multiplied on media containing gibberellin of 8 ppm. It contributed to the highest regeneration percentage (70%), almost twice as control (36%) (Fig. 4).

Somatic embryo maturation was still a crucial problem of Tangerine var. Batu 55 somatic embryogenesis. The low conversion rate in many species from globular somatic embryo to the next phases might be caused by the low quality of somatic embryo or the somatic embryo had developed tolerance toward desiccation [11]. Whereas, maturation should not only be synthetical phase and accumulation of food reserve, but also the end of desiccation tolerance. Thus, desiccation played important role in transition period between embryogenic phase and germinative phase.

The effect of gibberellin that increase the growth and maturation of somatic embryo was also observed in Tylophora indica (Burm. f.) Merrill somatic embryo [12]. Different result was obtained in Arabidopsis somatic embryo in which gibberellin inhibited maturation of somatic embryo [13].

The improvement of regeneration of plantlet by gibberellin was related to the activation of α-amylase genes. This activation caused activity acceleration of the α-amylase activity and the enhancement of starch hydrolysis into sugar occurred [14]. Hence, the plantlet development by means the elongation of the embryos axis took place [15]. The regeneration plantlet was also affected by the quality of the morphology cotyledonary embryo. Cotyledonary embryo morphology was important for plantlet regeneration [16]. The regeneration could occur only if the embryo had good polarization: a root axis and well-developed shoot (a hypocotyl and two cotyledons).

Exogenous plant growth regulator could be viewed as supplement for endogenous hormone, or conversely, it could be destructive for hormonal balance [8]. According to the result of this study, it could be noted that the gibberellin concentration used had already proper to support the balance of endogenous hormonal of Tangerine somatic embryo.

Figure 3. Steps of somatic embryo maturation and plantlet regeneration of Tangerine
A. Clump of globular somatic embryo, B. Somatic embryo showing the markings of maturation, C. Advanced maturation, D. Plantlet. Arrow showed cotyledon phase.
CONCLUSION
Gibberelin increased somatic embryo growth and maturation and plantlet regeneration of Tangerine var. Batu 55. The highest fresh weight was reached by the addition of 4 ppm gibberellin in culture media, almost twice as control. The percentage of maturation was very low below 5%. The addition of gibberellin in media at embryo multiplication stage slightly increased the percentage of maturation about 1-2%. Thirty percent of cotyledonary embryo was able to regenerate into plantlet. The addition of gibberellin in media at embryo multiplication stage increased the regeneration percentage, even the embryo cultured on media containing 8 ppm of gibberelline yielded the highest regeneration percentage.
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